
 

  
Abstract—The soft rigidity spectrum of the galactic cosmic ray 

isotropic intensity variations for the maximum epoch and the 
hard rigidity spectrum for the minimum epoch of solar activity is 
observed  owing to  the dependence of the diffusion coefficient on 
the rigidity of the galactic cosmic ray particles; this dependence 
is stronger in the maximum epoch than in the minimum epoch of 
solar activity, and is provided by the essential temporal 
rearrangements of the structure in the energy range of the  
interplanetary magnetic field turbulence from the maxima to 
minima epoch of solar activity. We found that ~70- 80% of the 
amplitudes of the 11-year variations of galactic cosmic ray 
intensity is related with the changes of the interplanetary 
magnetic field turbulence versus solar activity; therefore, the 
temporal changes of the power law rigidity spectrum exponent of 
the galactic cosmic ray isotropic intensity variations is the vital 
index to explain the 11–year variations of galactic cosmic ray. 
Also, we found that  the  rigidity spectrum is hard for the 
neutron monitors with the effective rigidities  ~ 10–15 GV, and is 
soft for the neutron  monitors and muon telescopes with the 
effective rigidities ~ 25–30 GV. The change of the dependence of 
diffusion of the galactic cosmic ray particles on the rigidity R 
versus solar activity settles on a general scenario of the character 
of the galactic cosmic ray propagation in the interplanetary 
space. 
 
 

I. INTRODUCTION AND MOTIVATION 

The 11–year changes of the galactic cosmic ray (GCR) 

intensity are inversely related with the similar changes of solar 
activity and takes place in the large range region around the 
Sun[1–4]. It was found that [2] the time lag exists between the 
changes of the solar activity and the GCR intensity, and the 
amplitudes of the GCR modulation significantly varies for 
different 11–year cycles [5]. In [6] was suggested that an 
index which incorporates the number of sunspot groups and 
their heliolatitudes could be used to interpret the changes of 
GCR intensity during the 11–year cycle (1958–1968). In [7] 
was assumed that the major part of the 11–year variation is the 
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results of the accumulative effects of the Forbush decreases. 
In [8] was noted that the drift effects play a significant role in 
the GCR modulation process, however, other effects could be 
equally important. To explain the 11–year modulation of 
proton intensity a combination of drift and global merged 
interaction regions was included in time–dependent model [9]. 
A difference in the rigidity dependence of the 11–year 
modulation of GCR between the positive (A>0) and the 
negative (A<0) polarity periods of the solar magnetic cycle 
was found [10]; the rigidity dependence of the diffusion 
coefficient was flatter for the 11–year decrease from 1987 to 
1990 than for the decrease from 1977 to 1981. So, in this 
approaching the effects of the scattering and drift of GCR 
particles in the interplanetary magnetic field (IMF) (consisting 
of the regular and turbulent components) are averaged and 
temporal changes of the character of the modulation of GCR 
intensity is ignored. In [11] was shown that the overall 
behavior of GCR modulation by solar activity is basically 
similar within the energies to which neutron monitors respond 
for four recent solar activity cycles; however, there is a 
significant anomaly for the period of 1972–1977 (solar cycle 
20). In [12] were studied the features of the 11–year variations 
of GCR intensity using the data of balloons measurements for 
the relatively low energy range (<0.5 GeV); it is stated that the 
general properties of the long–period modulation of GCR 
intensity observed by the balloons measurement can be 
described based on the anisotropic diffusion model with drift. 
Recently, to explain the 11 –year and 22– year variation of 
GCR protons, electrons and helium the propagating diffusion 
barrier with other general modulation mechanisms were 
included in the time–dependent model [13]. In [14–16] were 
suggest that about 75–80% of the 11–year variation of GCR 
can be interpret based on the diffusion–convection model of 
GCR propagation; more, according to [15–16] a change of the 
character of diffusion of GCR particles versus solar activity 
should be a general reason of the 11–year variation of the 
GCR intensity. According to the modern theory, the 
convection, diffusion, drift and energy change of the CR 
particles in the diverged solar wind are the general processes 
responsible for the modulation of GCR. The solar wind 
velocity is almost constant in the region of the low 
heliolatitudes (≤ 350) during the 11–year cycle of solar activity 
[17] and, consequently, the convection and energy change of 
the GCR particles must not be noticeable versus the solar 
activity at the Earth orbit. Drift effects of GCR particles 
should play very specific role, especially in the changes of the 
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profiles of GCR intensity (rounded or sharp) in different the 
11–year cycle of solar activity. The changes of the GCR 
intensity for Climax and Huancayo–Halecala neutron 
monitors with the sunspot numbers are presented in figure 1 
for 1960–2002. 

 
Fig 1. The monthly changes of the GCR intensity for 
Climax(solid) and Huancayo–Halecala(dashed) neutron 
monitors, and the sunspot numbers Rz  for 1960–2002 
 

We see in figure 1 that the drift is not a decisive effect in 
the 11 – year variation of GCR; really, comparing briefly the 
11–year changes of the GCR intensity in different polarity 
periods one can notice that the effect of drift can be estimated 
as 15–20% of the whole amplitude of the 11–year variation of 
GCR; so, it remains that a diffusion process must play an 
important role in the 11–year modulation of GCR. Of course, 
our assumption is concerning the energy of GCR to which 
neuron monitors and ground muon telescopes respond (>5 
GeV). The diffusion coefficient (according to the quasi linear 
theory) depends on the GCR particle’s rigidity, and is defined 
by the structure of the IMF turbulence. As it is noted in [18–
21] the dependence of the diffusion coefficient on the GCR 
particle’s rigidity is significant among equally important 
dependencies of the diffusion coefficient on the other 
parameters of solar activity and solar wind. In [15, 16, 22] was 
shown that the temporal change of the diffusion coefficient of 
the GCR particles is related with the changes of the Power 
Spectrum Density (PSD) in the energy range of the IMF 
turbulence versus the solar activity. For the diffusion–
convection approximation the diffusion coefficient χ  

depends on the rigidity R of GCR particles as, αχ R∝  [18–
21,23– 25]. The parameter α  is related with the parameter ν  
as, να −= 2 ; the parameter ν  is the exponent of PSD of 

the IMF turbulence ( ν−∝ fPSD , where f  is the 
frequency). Based on the experimental data analyses and 
theoretical modeling it was shown that an apparent 
relationship exists between the rigidity spectrum exponent γ  

( γδ −∝ RRDRD )(/)( ) of the GCR intensity variations and 
the exponent ν  of the PSD of the IMF turbulence, namely, 

γν −≈ 2  [23, 24, 26]; the temporal changes of the exponent 

ν of the PSD in the energy range of the IMF turbulence ~(10–

6–10–5)Hz is clearly manifested in the temporal changes of the 
rigidity spectrum exponent γ  of the GCR intensity variations 
measured by neutron monitors. Also, it was found that, in 
general, the relationship between γ  and ν  is valid not only 
for long–period variations, but for the Forbush effects of the 
GCR intensity [26, 27]. Particularly, the decrease of the 
exponent γ of the rigidity spectrum of the GCR intensity 
variations is observed owing to the increase of the exponent ν 
of the PSD in the energy range of the IMF turbulence ~(10–6–
10–5)Hz. So, the temporal changes of the rigidity spectrum 
exponent γ  of the GCR intensity can be considered as a vital 
index (having the particular physical sense) to study the 11–
year variations of the GCR intensity and to estimate the 
exponent ν of the PSD in the energy range of the IMF 
turbulence ~(10–6–10–5)Hz, as well. A purpose of this paper is 
to find the temporal changes of the rigidity spectrum exponent 
γ of the GCR intensity variations using neutron monitors data 
for the four ascending and four descending phases of solar 
activity (1960–2002) and determined the role of IMF 
turbulence in the formation of the 11–year variation of the 
GCR intensity.  

 

II. EXPERIMENTAL DATA METHODS AND 
DISCUSSION 

We use the thoroughly selected monthly average data 
of neutron monitors for four ascending and four descending 
phases of solar activity for the A>0 and the A<0 epoch (1960–
2002). A criterion for the data selection was continuously 
function of neutron monitors with different cut off rigidities 

throughout the period to be analyzed. The magnitudes 
k

iJ  of 
the monthly average variations of the GCR intensity for ‘i’ 

neutron monitor were calculated, as: 0
0

N
NkNk

iJ −= ; Nk is 
the running monthly average count rate (k =1,2,3,….months) 
and N0 is the monthly average count rate for the year of the 
maximum intensity (in the minimum epoch of solar activity). 
The count rate of the maximum intensity is accepted as the 
100% level; the year of maximum intensity is called a 
reference point (RP). As an example in fig.2 are presented the 
changes of the GCR intensity by Climax neutron monitor data, 
and sunspot number for the period of 1960–2002 with the 
indication of the reference points.  



 

 
Fig. 2 The changes of the GCR intensity by Climax neutron 
monitor data, and sunspot number Rz for the period of 1960–
2002 with the reference points (1965, 1976, 1987, 1997) 

The list of neutron monitors used for the calculations 
(denoted by “+”) and RP for the period to be analyzed are 
brought in Table 1.  
The magnitudes k

iJ  of the monthly average variations of the 
GCR intensity measured by ‘i’ neutron monitor with the 

geomagnetic cut off rigidity iR  and the average atmospheric 

depth ih  are defined as [28]:  
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where kRDRD ))(/)((δ  is the rigidity spectrum of the 
GCR intensity variations for the k month; ),( ii hRW  is the 
coupling coefficient for the neutron component of GCR [28, 
29] and Rmax is the upper limiting rigidity beyond which the 
magnitude of the GCR intensity variation is vanished. For the 

power law rigidity spectrum ( ) kARRDRD k
γδ −=)(/)(  

one can write:  
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where k
iJ  is the observed magnitude at given month k and 

k
iA is the magnitude of the GCR intensity variations 

recalculated to the heliosphere (free space). 
The values of the k

iA  are the same (in the scope of the 
accuracy of the calculations) for any ‘i’ neutron monitor when 
the pairs of the parameters kγ  and Rmax are properly 

determined. A similarity of the values of the k
iA  for various 

neutron monitors is an essential argument to affirm that the 
data of the particular neutron monitor and the method of the 
calculations of kγ  are reliable. The monthly changes of the 
GCR intensity by Moscow and Huancayo–Halecala neutron 
monitors data on the Earth surface and in the free space for the 
period of 1960–2002 are presented in figures 3ab. 
 

 
Fig. 3a The changes of the GCR intensity by Moscow (solid) 
and Huancayo–Halecala (dashed) neutron monitors data at the 
Earth for the period of 1960–2002 
 

 
Fig. 3b The changes of the GCR intensity by Moscow (solid) 
and Huancayo–Halecala (dashed) neutron data in the free  
space for the period of 1960–2002 

TABLE I 
THE LIST OF NEUTRON MONITORS USED FOR THE CALCULATIONS  

(DENOTED BY “+”) AND REFERENCE POINT (RP) FOR THE GIVEN PERIOD 
 



 

It seems from the figure 3a that there is a significant 
difference between the GCR intensity observed on the Earth 
surface by two neutron monitors with different cut off 
rigidities. After the corrections according to formula (1) there 
is not any difference between Moscow and Huancayo–
Halecala neutron monitors data in the scope of the accuracy of 
the calculations (fig.3b). To find the temporal changes of the 

rigidity spectrum exponent kγ  (k =1, 2, 3, ..., months) a 

minimization of the expression ∑ −=
n

i

kk
i AA 2)(φ  
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n

i

k
i
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A 1 and n  is the number of neutron 

monitors) has been provided [22, 23, 24]. The values of the 

expression ∫ −
max

),(
R

iR
ii

k dRhRWR γ  for the magnitudes of 

maxR (from 30 GV up to 200 GV with the step of 10 GV) and 
γ  (from 0 to 2 with the step of 0.05) were found based on the 
method presented in [27, 29]. The upper limiting rigidity Rmax, 
beyond which the magnitude of the GCR intensity variation is 
vanished, equals 100 GV. This assumption is a reasonable for 
the 11–year variation of the GCR intensity [10]. A 
minimization of the expression φ  for the smoothed monthly 
means (with the interval of 13 months) of the magnitudes of 
the 11–year variation of the GCR intensity has been provided 
with respect kγ  for given number of neutron monitors (Table 
1). 
The temporal changes of the semi annual average magnitudes 
J  of the GCR intensity variations for Climax monitor data 

and the rigidity spectrum exponent γ  calculated using the 
expression (1) are presented in Figure 4a for the whole period 
of 1960–2002 (Table 1).  
 

 
Fig 4a. The temporal changes of the semi annual average 
magnitudes J  of the GCR intensity variations for Climax 
monitor data and the rigidity spectrum exponent γ  for the 
period of 1960–2002 
 
 

 
 Fig 4b. The temporal changes of the rigidity spectrum 
exponent γ and the sunspot numbers (Rz) for the period of 
1960–2002 
In figure 4b are presented the temporal changes of the rigidity 
spectrum exponent γ  and the sunspot numbers (Rz) for the 
same period. Figures 4ab shows the clearly established 
negative correlations between the changes of the exponent 
γ and the GCR intensity for each of eight ascending and 
descending periods of solar activity; there is a positive 
correlation between γ and Rz. According to our assumption 
the temporal changes of the rigidity spectrum exponent γ of 
long period variations of the GCR intensity versus solar 
activity generally is observed owing to the temporal changes 
of the exponent ν of the PSD of the IMF turbulence versus 
solar activity; when the γ increases the ν should be decreased 
according to the expected relation γν −≈ 2  [24]. 

 
 

Fig 5. The changes of the rigidity spectrum exponent γ versus 
the exponent ν of the PSD of the By component of the IMF 
 



 

To confirm this assumption the yearly average values of the 
rigidity spectrum exponent γ (fig. 5) and the exponent ν of the 
PSD of the By component of the IMF turbulence (in the 
frequency range of ~ (10–6 – 10–5 )Hz) were found based on 
the IMF experimental data [24] for the period of 1976–2002. 
To increase the statistical accuracy the rigidity spectrum 
exponent γ and the exponent ν of the PSD of the By 
component of the IMF were averaged for the periods of 1976–
1978, 1979–1982, 1983–1984, 1985–1987, 1988–1989, 1990–
1992, 1992–1993, 1994–1997, 1998–2000, and 2001–2002. 
The changes of the rigidity spectrum exponent γ versus the 
exponent ν of the PSD of the By are presented in figure 5. 
Figure 5 shows that when the exponent ν decreases the 
exponent γ increases; the relationship between γ and  ν  found 
by least square method has the form ν(γ) = – (0.99 ± 0.01) γ + 
(2.4 ± 0.3)  ( dashed straight line in fig.5); this equation is in 
good agreement with equation γ ≈ 2 – ν found before [24] 
based on the theoretical modeling and neutron monitors 
experimental data. For comparison in the fig.5 is drawn 
straight line corresponding  to the theoretical expected 
dependence  ν= 2 – α, where  0 ≤ α  ≤ 2 [18, 19].  This result 
confirms our assumption [24] that the changes of the rigidity 
spectrum exponent γ of the GCR intensity variations are 
stipulated by the changes of the exponent ν of the PSD of the 
IMF turbulence, particularly by the fluctuations of the By 
component of the IMF (γ ≈ 2 – ν).  
The relationship γ ≈ 2 – ν shows that the temporal changes of 
the exponent ν of the PSD of the IMF turbulence from the 
minima to maxima epoch of solar activity is the reason of the 
11–variation of the rigidity spectrum exponent γ of the GCR 
variations confirmed by neutron monitors and IMF 
experimental data (fig. 5). On the other hand, the relationship 
γ ≈ 2 – ν owing to dependence of the exponent ν on the 
frequency of the IMF turbulence [30] should be a cause of the 
reliance of the exponent γ on the rigidity R of the GCR 
particles, i.e. there should be existed the dependence of the 
exponent γ on the frequency f of the IMF turbulence. Namely, 
when the frequency f decreases (or a rigidity R of GCR 
particles increases) the exponent γ increases; so, in limit, when 
ν –> 0, γ –> 2. 
The first indication of such a dependence was point out in 
papers [23] based on the neutron monitors experimental data 
To manifest the dependence of the exponent γ on the rigidity 
R of the GCR particles we calculate the rigidity spectrum 
exponent γ of the GCR intensity variations for three periods: 
I–1966–1970, II–1981–1984, and III–1989–1991. 
For the I period (1966–1970) we use data of first pair of 
neutron monitors, Inuvik–Potchefstroom (average effective 
rigidity ~10–15 GV), and data of second pair – 
Potchefstroom–Huacayo (average effective rigidity ~ 20–25 
GV). In the fig.6 are presented the changes of the rigidity 
spectrum exponent γ of the GCR intensity variations for the 
first pair of neutron monitors (a), and (b), for the second pair 
of neutron monitors. Fig.6 shows that there is a visible 
difference between the values of the exponent γ for low (~10–
15 GV) and high (~20–25 GV) ranges of the rigidities of the 
GCR particles.  

 

 
Fig 6. Temporal changes of γ for different effective rigidity 
range of GCR for period of 1966-70(RP-1965), a-for neutron 
monitors Inuvik-Potchefstroom (effective rigidity ~ 10-15 
GV), b- for neutron monitors Potchefstroom-Huacayo 
(effective rigidity ~ 20-25 GV) 
 
For the II period (1981–1984) we use data of first group of 
neutron monitors: Climax, Goose Bay, Jungfraujoch and 
Potchefstroom (effective rigidity ~ 10–15 GV), and data of 
second group of neutron monitors; Hermanus, Huancayo, 
Potchefstroom and Tbilisi, including muon telescope of 
Nagoya, N3EE (effective energy ~25–30 GV). In the fig.7 are 
presented the changes of the rigidity spectrum exponent γ of 
the GCR intensity variations for the first group of neutron 
monitors (a), and (b), for the second group of neutron 
monitors including muon telescope of Nagoya.. Fig.7 shows 
there is a significant difference between the values of the 
exponent γ for low (~10–15 GV) and high (~25–30 GV) 
ranges of rigidities of the GCR particles.  

 
Fig 7. Temporal changes of γ for different effective rigidity 
range of GCR for period of 1981-84(RP-1986), a-for neutron 
monitors: Climax, Goose Bay, Jungfraujoch, Potchefstroom 
(effective rigidity ~10-15 GV), b- for neutron monitors 
Hermanus, Huancayo, Potchefstroom, Tbilisi and meson 
telescope of Nagoya N3EE (effective rigidity ~25-30GV) 
 



 

 
Fig 8. Temporal changes of γ for different effective rigidity 
range of GCR for period 1989-91(RP-1987), a-for neutron 
monitors: Climax, Hermanus, Inuvik, Kiel, Moscow 
,Potchefstroom , Tbilisi (effective rigidity ~ 10-15 GV), b- for 
monitors Alma- Ata, Hermanus, Huancayo, Potchefstroom, 
Tbilisi  and meson telescopes of Nagoya N1WW, N1SS 
(effective rigidity ~ 25-30 GV) 
 
For the III period (1989–1991) we use data of first group of 
neutron monitors: Hermanus, Inuvik, Kiel, Moscow, 
Potchefstroom, Tbilisi (effective rigidity ~ 10–15 GV), and 
data of second group of neutron monitors: Alma–Ata, 
Hermanus, Huancayo, Potchefstroom, Tbilisi, including muon 
telescopes of Nagoya, N1WW and N1SS (effective energy 
~25–30 GV). In the fig.8 are presented the changes of the 
rigidity spectrum exponent γ of the GCR intensity variations 
for the first group of neutron monitors (a), and (b), for the 
second group of neutron monitors including muon telescopes 
of Nagoya. Fig.8 shows that there is a significant difference 
between the values of the exponent γ for low (~10–15 GV) 
and high (~25–30 GV) ranges of rigidities of the GCR 
particles. 
So, we prove our second assumption that the rigidity spectrum 
exponent γ of the GCR intensity variations increases versus 
the rigidity of GCR particles. The relationship, γ ≈ 2 – ν found 
in [24] gives a possibility to prove an existence of, at least, 
two important facts; the first, the 11–year temporal changes of 
the rigidity spectrum exponent γ of the GCR intensity 
variations is related with the changes of the exponent ν of the 
PSD of the IMF turbulence versus solar activity, and the 
second–the change of the exponent γ versus the rigidity of the 
GCR particles is stipulated by the changes of the exponent ν 
versus the frequencies of the IMF turbulence [31]. Thus, the 
strong inverse relationship is established between the temporal 
changes of the rigidity spectrum exponent γ and the GCR 
intensity (Fig.4a). This obvious relationship gives a possibility 
to estimate the roles of the changes of the regular and 
turbulence parts of the IMF in the long period variations (11 
and 22 years) of the GCR intensity. We consider the temporal 
changes of the rigidity spectrum exponent γ as an important 
index responsible for the changes of 11–year variation of 
GCR intensity owing to the temporal changes of the IMF 
turbulence versus the solar activity. To estimate the 

contribution of the changes of the IMF turbulence in the 11– 
year variations of the GCR intensity we correct the GCR 
intensity variations for temporal changes of the rigidity 
spectrum exponent γ . We assume that between the changes of 
the GCR intensity and the rigidity spectrum exponent γ exists 
the relationship. 

( )[ ]ii ExpII γγµ −−⋅=      (2) 
where I and γ, and Ii and γi are the GCR intensity and the 
rigidity spectrum exponent for minimum period of solar 
activity and for the arbitrary ‘i’ period of observation, 
respectively; µ is a coefficient showing the relationship 
between the Ii and the exponent γi . For the case of weak 
modulation the formula (2) can be approximated as,  

( )ii II γγµ −−=     (3) 
The coefficient µ was calculated using the relationship 
between the changes of the GCR intensity and the exponent γi; 
the correlation coefficients r and the magnitudes of µ are 
presented in Table 2 for eight  considered periods.  
 

 
One can see that the coefficient µ changes noticeably for 
different ascending and descending phases of solar activity. 
The anomaly is found for the period of 1971–1973. In this 
period the modulation of GCR is very specific [11] and it must 
be a subject of special study. The uncorrected (solid) and 
corrected for the exponent γ (dashed) intensity of the GCR for 
Climax neutron monitor are presented in figure 9. The 
uncorrected GCR intensity (solid) and difference between 
uncorrected and corrected intensity (dashed) for Climax 
neutron monitor are presented in figure 10.  Fig 9 shows that 
the range of the changes of the corrected intensity is averagely 
about 20–25% of the amplitudes of the 11–year variations of 
GCR intensity measured by Climax neutron monitor.  

TABLE II 
THE CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS  r 

 THE MAGNITUDES OF µ 



 

Fig 9. The uncorrected GCR intensity (solid) and corrected for 
the exponent γ (dashed) intensity of the GCR for Climax 
neutron monitor for the period of 1960–2002 
 

Fig 10. The uncorrected GCR intensity (solid) and residuals 
(dashed) intensity of the GCR for Climax neutron monitor for 
the period of 1960–2002 
 
Figures 9 and 10 show that the role of the exponent γ is very 
crucial (dashed curve in fig.9); about 75-80 % of the 
amplitudes of the 11-year variations of galactic cosmic ray 
intensity is caused by changes of the IMF turbulence versus 
solar activity 

III. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION 

1. Temporal changes of the exponent γ of the power law 
rigidity R spectrum of the GCR isotropic intensity variations, 

γδ −∝ RRDRD )(/)(  have been calculated using neutron 
monitors experimental data for the four ascending and four 
descending phases of solar activity (1960–2002). The 
dependence of the diffusion coefficient χ on the rigidity R of 
the GCR particles ( νχ −∝ 2R ,ν  is the exponent of the PSD 

of the IMF turbulence; ν−∝ fPSD  and f  is the frequency) 
is a general reason of the soft rigidity spectrum ( γ ≈ 1.2) of 
the GCR isotropic intensity variations for the maximum epoch 
and the hard rigidity spectrum ( γ ≈ 0.6) for the minimum 
epoch of solar activity. this dependence is stronger in the 
maximum epoch than in the minimum epoch of solar activity 
and is provided by the essential rearrangements of the 

structure in the energy range of the IMF turbulence , f ≈ 10–6–
10–5 Hz. 
2. We found that ~70–80% of the amplitudes of the 11–
year variations of GCR intensity is stipulated by the changes 
of the IMF turbulence versus solar activity. One can state that 
the temporal changes of the power law rigidity spectrum 
exponent γ of the GCR isotropic intensity variations is the 
vital (new) index to explain the 11–year variations of GCR, 
and to determine the temporal changes of the exponent ν of 
the PSD in the energy range of the IMF turbulence, f ≈10–6–
10–5 Hz.  
3. The rigidity spectrum is hard for the neutron monitors 
with the effective rigidities ~ 10–15 GV, and is soft for the 
neutron monitors and muon telescopes with the effective 
rigidities ~ 25–30 GV. We conclude that a change of the 
dependence of diffusion of the GCR particles on the rigidity R 
versus solar activity settles on a general scenario of the 
character of the GCR propagation in the interplanetary space. 
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